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CHINMAY CHANDRAMATHI COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
(Recognised by NCTE, Affiliated to Mahatma Gandhi University.)

Devarakonda Village & Mandal, Nalgonda Dist. Telangana
Contact Number: 9703685303, 9177213746

B.Ed. SPOT ADMISSIONS 2023-2024
The following candidates who took admission in our college through TS Edcet-2023 counceling.

Have not yet reported for admission, they are required to report on or before 01-12-2023 by 4:00 PM
otherwise their seats will be treate has cancelled.

Note: Spot Admissions will be conducted on 02-12-2023 by 10:00 AM

Note: All vacancies will be filled (not filled in counselling seats are admissions as per the guidelines

issued by CONVENOR - Edcet-2023 Spot Admission at the college premises on 02-12-2023 Between

10-00 AM to 5:00 PM condidates who are qualified in TS-Edcet 2023 to attend the spot admission along

with all original certificates prescribed fee.
Sd/- Correspondent.

1 2325301617 RAGIPANI GAYATRI 2070 FEMALE BC-B BIO SCIENCE
2 2315302509 R.SHANKAR 3395 MALE ST BIO SCIENCE
3 2335301425 MACHARLA AKHILA 11241 FEMALE BC-B BIOSCIENCE
4 2315301056 GOSANGI UMAMAMAHESHWARI DEVI 16612 FEMALE SC BIOSCIENCE
5 2335301383 SUNITHA GOPIDI 10643 FEMALE OC SOCIAL SCIENCE
6 2335108403 MUDAVATH VINOD 24012 MALE ST SOCIAL SCIENCE
7 2525703090 BODDU BHAVANI 25260 FEMALE SC SOCIAL SCIENCE

S.No RANK GENDER CATEGORY ALLOTED METHODHALL TICKET NO CANDIDATE NAME

SANJEEVANI COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (B.Ed.)
(Recognized by NCTE, Affiliated to Mahatma Gandhi University)

KONDAMALLEPALLY (Vill & Mdl), NALGONDA DIST. TELANGANA.
Contact number.9553785835

B.Ed. SPOT ADMISSIONS 2023-2024
The following candidates who took admission in our college through TS Edcet -2023 counseling.

Have not yet reported for admission, they are required to report on or before 01-12-2023 by 4PM oth-

erwise their seats will be treated as cancelled.

Note: Spot Admissions will be conducted on 02-12-2023 by 10:00 AM

Note: All vacancies will be filled (not filled in counseling seats also) through spot admission as per
the guideline Issued by the CONVENOR-Edcet-2023 spot admission at the college premises on
02/12/2023 between 10:00AM to 5PM Candidates who are qualified in TS-Edcet-2023 to attend the
Spot admission along with all original certificates prescribed fee. Sd/- Correspondent.


